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Knowledge Spillover and Endogenous FlutuationsShunsuke Shinagawa�yAbstratThe sale e�et predition of a �rst-generation R&D based endoge-nous growth model is empirially inonsistent. This problemati pre-dition is due to linearity between inrease in knowledge and stok ofknowledge. This paper onsiders the variety expansion model withoutapital aumulation, and shows that the dynamial system has a u-tuating equilibrium path when the linearity of knowledge spillover isdropped.JEL lassi�ation: E32, O11, O41keywords: endogenous utuations, semi-endogenous growth1 IntrodutionIt is well known that the �rst-generation R&D-based endogenous growthmodels, e.g., Romer (1990), Grossman and Helpman (1991b), and Aghionand Howitt (1992), involve a serious ounter-fatual predition suh thatthe eonomy with a large population grows faster. These models assumethat inrease in knowledge is linearly proportional to stok of knowledge,and that problemati predition alled the sale e�et is due to suh a knife-edge assumption.1On the other hand, Jones (1995) and Segerstrom (1998) onstrut R&D-based growth models in whih the long-run growth rate is independent ofpopulation. They show that relaxing the knife-edge assumption eliminates�Graduate Shool of Eonomis, Waseda University.yEmail: s.shinagawa.2�gmail.om1This assumption is introdued in the variety-expansion model(see Romer (1990)).1



the sale e�et. To ahieve this purpose, they introdue the idea that �ndingnew knowledge beomes more diÆult as eonomies beome tehnologiallymore advaned.However, suh modi�ations make long-run growth semi-endogenous.This basially means that tehnologial hange is endogenous in the sensethat it requires real resoures, whereas long-run growth is not endogenous.Publi poliies and onsumers' preferenes do not a�et the long-run growthrate. Further, in their models, long-run positive growth requires positivepopulation growth. Some literature, e.g., Young (1998)$Peretto (1998)$Howitt (1999), point out this problem, and propose models that have non-sale endogenous growth.2 This semi-endogenizing of long-run growth is the�rst \side e�et" obtained by eliminating sale e�ets.The main purpose of this paper is to verify the existene of anotherside e�et aused by the absene of linearity between inrease in knowledgeand stok of knowledge. We onsider the variety-expansion model withoutapital aumulation, and show that the dynami system has utuatingequilibrium paths when the knife-edge assumption of knowledge spillover isdropped.3 Jones (1995) also uses the framework of the variety-expansionmodel. However, the balaned growth path of Jones' original model has asaddle property, and no endogenous utuation ours as proved by Arnold(2006).42A survey of this issue is presented by Jones (1999, 2005). These models assumethat R&D an a�et produtivity through two hannels: variety expansion and qualityimprovement. However, Li (2000, 2002) argue that the preditions of these two-R&Dsetor models also depends on the knife-edge assumption about knowledge spillover, andthat the semi-endogenous growth predition is more general than originally thought. Onthe other hand, there is another approah to sale and growth regarding fertility or humanapital aumulation, as in Jones (2003) and Dalgaard and Kreiner (2001).3Li (2003) also investigates endogenous utuations with non-sale growth in a va-riety expansion model. However, Li's model requires a very low rate of intertemporalsubstitution for utuations to arise. Therefore, any bifuration annot our under thelogarithmi utility funtion. In this paper, assuming a temporally patent protetion likeDenekere and Judd (1992), we an verify that utuations our under the very simpleutility funtion, (2.1) below, and show the learer analytial result.4Stritly, Arnold (2006) assumes onstant returns to labor in R&D, whih is not as-sumed in Jones' original model. However, this modi�ation does not have an inuene on2



Studies of the interations between R&D and endogenous utuationswere pioneered by Judd (1985) and Denekere and Judd (1992).5 They�nd utuating equilibrium paths in the variety-expansion model withoutapital aumulation by applying a bifuration theorem. However, in theabove mentioned model, onsumers do not have the means for intertemporalresoure alloation, and a sustained R&D e�ort does not ontribute to long-run growth beause it is balaned by the depreiation of knowledge.Matsuyama (1999, 2001) modify the model in Denekere and Judd (1992)by introduing apital aumulation and intertemporal utility maximization,and investigate endogenous growth with utuations. However, the predi-tion of these models inherits the sale e�et on long-run growth rate fromthe �rst generation R&D-based endogenous growth models. Franois andLloyd-Ellis (2003, 2008, 2009) and W�alde (2005) also investigate endoge-nous growth with utuation, by using the framework of the quality-laddermodel. In partiular, W�alde's model has a similar property to my model inthat he derives non-sale growth with utuations. These lines of researhon R&D and utuations examine Kondratiev waves.6The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next setion setsup the basi model used in our theoretial investigation, and derives thesolutions to the maximization problems of �rms and onsumers. Setions 3and 4 provide the law of motion of the eonomy and haraterize the dynamiequilibrium in the knife-edge ase (setion 3) and others (setion4). Setion5 studies the properties of the utuating equilibrium path haraterized insetion 4. Setion 6 provides a onlusion.
the sale e�et.5Shleifer (1986) also proposes the theoretial model with tehnial progress and en-dogenous utuation, but he does not expliitly onsider the R&D e�ort.6For other works, see Benhabib et al. (1994), Bental and Peled (1996), Gale (1996), andBoldrin and Levine (2002). On the other hand, Comin and Gertler (2006) and Barlevy(2007) investigate the utuating R&D aused by exogenous produtivity shoks.3



2 Basi ModelWe onsider a dynami model based on Grossman and Helpman (1991a,h.3). Time is disrete and indexed by t = 0; 1; 2; : : :. There is a single �nalgood taken as a numeraire, whih is produed using intermediate goods. Anew variety of intermediate goods is invented by alloating labor for R&Dativities, and inventors enjoy a one-period monopoly by temporary patentprotetion. The available intermediate goods are produed by multiple in-termediate �rms using labor. The eonomy is populated by in�nitely livedagents, and therefore the optimal onsumption path is haraterized by anEuler equation and a transversality ondition.Households There are Lt households, who supply one unit of labor in-elastially in period t. Eah household hooses a onsumption path thatmaximizes the following disounted utility,1Xt=0 �t log t; (2.1)subjet to the following budget onstraint, at+1 = wt+(1+rt)at�t�nat+1,where t is per apita onsumption, at is per apita stok of asset, rt is therate of return on asset, wt is the wage rate, and � 2 (0; 1) is the disountfator. Households own assets as shares of intermediate �rms that produepatented goods. The rate of population growth is given as an exogenousparameter n, the rate at whih the number of households grows, i.e., Lt =(1 + n)Lt�1.The solution to this simple maximization problem is haraterized by anEuler equation and a transversality ondition, as follows:t+1t = �(1 + rt+1)1 + n ; (2.2)limT!1�Tu0(T )aT+1 = 0: (2.3)
4



Final goods We assume that perfet ompetition prevails in the �nalgoods market. The prodution funtion is given byCt = �Z Nt0 xt(z)�dz� 1� ; 0 < � < 1; (2.4)where xt(z) is the amount of the intermediate good indexed by z, and 1=1��denotes the elastiity of substitution between every pair of intermediategoods. Ct is the amount of �nal output, and the �nal goods market is learwhen Ct = tLt. Nt is the number of intermediate goods available at periodt, and represents the tehnology level of there eonomy.Pro�t maximization yields the following demand funtions for interme-diate goods z 2 [0; Nt℄: xt(z) = Ct pt(z)� 11��R Nt0 pt(j)� �1��dj ; (2.5)where pt(z) is the prie of the intermediate good z.Intermediate goods Eah intermediate good is produed using one unitof labor. Beause of temporary patent protetion, the \old" intermediategoods, [0; Nt�1), are supplied ompetitively, and hene prie is equal tomarginal ost, pt(z) = wt, for z 2 (0; Nt�1℄. However, the \new" intermedi-ate goods, invented at period t�1, (Nt�1; Nt℄, are supplied monopolistially,and sold at monopoly prie, pt(z) = wt=�t, for z 2 (Nt�1; Nt℄.Taking into aount that all intermediate goods enter symmetrially intothe prodution of the �nal good, i.e., xt(z) = xt, for z 2 [0; Nt�1℄, andxt(z) = xmt, for z 2 (Nt�1; Nt℄. From (2.5), we getxmt = � 11��xt; (2.6)and the maximized monopoly pro�t is given by�t(z) = �t = 1� �� wtxmt; for z 2 (Nt�1; Nt℄: (2.7)Substituting (2.6), we an rewrite the demand funtion (2.5) asxt(z) = pt(z)� 11��Ct(1 + � �1�� gt�1)w� �1��t Nt�1 ;5



where gt�1 � (Nt �Nt�1)=Nt�1.7 If the patented intermediate goods exist,xmt = � 11��CtwtNt�1(1 + � �1�� gt�1) : (2.8)R&D The number of intermediate goods expands aording to the follow-ing equation: Nt+1 �Nt = ��1RtN�t ; N0 > 0; � � 1; (2.9)where Rt denotes the amount of labor alloated to R&D, and � > 0 is theparameter that reets the produtivity of R&D. Following the formalismadopted in muh of the literature, we assume that the stok of existingknowledge has an e�et on the produtivity of present R&D, and that it isaptured by N�t .Potential inventors ompare the present value of the monopoly pro�twith the unit ost of R&D to deide whether to enter R&D or not. In theequilibrium, the following free-entry ondition must be satis�ed:�t+11 + rt+1 � �wtN�t with equality whenever gt > 0: (2.10)Finally, labor market learing requiresLt = Nt�1xt + (Nt �Nt�1)xmt +Rt: (2.11)3 Growth with Sale E�etIn this setion, we onsider the model with the following knife-edge assump-tion:8Assumption 1 � = 1 and n = 0%Under Assumption 1, (2.9) is rewritten asNt+1 �Nt = ��1RtNt: (3.1)7Note that gt�1 denotes the growth rate of N at period t%8This speial ase is analyzed by Furukawa (2007b).6



That is, the new mahines reated are linear in the stok of knowledge. (3.1)typi�es the R&D equation in the �rst-generation R&D-based endogenousgrowth model.Substituting (2.8) and (3.1) into (2.11), we obtain the following equation:Ctwt(L� �gt) = �(gt�1); where �(gt�1) � 1 + � �1�� gt�11 + � 11�� gt�1 ; (3.2)where L (without a subsript) denotes the population, whih is onstantunder Assumption 1. It is easily shown that �0(g) > 0$�00(g) < 0$�(0) = 1%Substituting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.10), and using the Euler equation(2.2) to eliminate 1 + rt+1, we get the new free-entry ondition as follows:Ctwt � ��(1 + � �1�� gt) with equality whenever gt > 0; (3.3)where � � [�(1 � �)� �1�� ℄�1%Eliminating Ct=wt from (3.2) and (3.3), weobtain�(1 + � �1�� gt)(L=�) � gt � �(gt�1) with equality whenever gt > 0: (3.4)The minimum value of the left-hand side of (3.4) is ��=L for gt = 0,whereas the range of �(gt�1), on the right-hand side, is [1; 1=�). Therefore,there exist the following three ases:� If �� > L=�, gt = 0 holds in the equilibrium, regardless of the valueof gt�1,� If �� < L, gt is positive in the equilibrium, regardless of the value ofgt�1,and� if �� 2 (L;L=�), there is the following threshold of gt�1:�g = (��� L)=[� �1�� (L� ���)℄ > 0;suh that gt = 0 holds for gt�1 < �g, and gt is positive for gt�1 > �g.7



3.1 DynamisSolving for gt, we an rewrite (3.4) asgt = maxf0; ̂(gt�1)g; ̂(gt�1) � �(gt�1)(L=�) � �� �1���+ �(gt�1) : (3.5)If the initial value g0 is given, the equilibrium path, fNt; gtg10 , is hara-terized by the law of motion (3.5) and the transversality ondition (2.3).Considering that �0(gt�1) > 0 and �00(gt�1) < 0, we get ̂0(gt�1) > 0 and̂00(gt�1) < 0.9Balaned growth path If �� < L, the one-dimensional system (3.5) hasa positive �xed point, g� � [(L=�)��℄=(� 11���+1)JSee Figure 1K. Alongthis balaned growth path, N grows at the onstant rate, g�, and the growthrate of output is g� = (t+1� t)=t�1 = (1+g�) 1��� �1 from (2.4). Figure 1shows monotoni onvergene to the �xed point g� for any initial onditionsg0 � 0. Suh equilibrium paths satisfy the transversality ondition.Growth trap If �� � L, the system (3.5) does not have a �xed pointin the positive orthant10(See Figure 2). The trajetories for any initialonditions g0 � 0 onverge to the origin g = 0. The eonomy is trapped inthe steady state without long-run growth.If �� 2 [L;L=�), there is a threshold, �g � 0, suh that ̂(gt�1) R 0 ,gt�1 R �g. Thus, the equilibriumpath starting from g0 > �g ahieves a positivegrowth rate for some periods. However, if �� > L=�, ̂(g) � 0 holds forany g � 0. Therefore, the eonomy annot ahieve a positive growth rate,exept in the initial period, i.e., gt = 0;8t � 1. Both of these paths satisfythe transversality ondition (2.3).The above results are summarized as follows:Proposition 3.1 Let Assumption 1 hold,9̂0(gt�1) = [(� �1�� (L=�) + 1)��0(gt�1)℄=[� �1��� + �(gt�1)℄2 > 010If �� � L, ̂(0) = [(L=�) � �℄=(� �1��� + 1) � 0 and ̂0(g) � ̂0(0) = [� �1�� (1 ��)�℄=(� �1��� + 1) < 1 hold for any g � 0. 8



Figure 1: Balaned growth path

Figure 2: Growth trap
9



(a) if �� < L, limT!1 gT = g� > 0 holds for any initial ondition, g0 � 0.The eonomy onverges monotonially to the balaned growth path.(b) if �� � L, $limT!1 gT = 0 holds for any initial ondition, g0 � 0.The equilibrium path starting from g0 onverges to the origin or g�, andno utuations an be observed in either ases. However, we should notethat g0 is not given and only N0 is given. There is no endogenous meha-nism to determine uniquely the initial ondition g0 and the equilibrium paththat satis�es (3.4) and the transversality ondition, i.e., the indeterminayarises.114 Growth without Sale E�etIn this setion, we analyze the dynamis of the model with the followingassumption:Assumption 2 � < 1 and n > 0.Under Assumption 2, the value of � is deided by two externalities in theR&D proess, the standing on shoulder e�et and the �shing out e�et. Ifthe former dominates, we get � > 0 whih orresponds to the ase in whihprevious disoveries raise the produtivity of the urrent R&D. In ontrast,if the latter e�et is dominant, � is negative, and past disoveries make itmore diÆult to invent a new mahine. We should note that the knife-edgeassumption, � = 1 (Assumption 1), is the speial ase of � > 0 with measurezero, and is not onsidered in this setion.To analyze the eonomy with population growth, we de�ne a new vari-able, `t � Lt=(�N1��t ). From Lt = (1 + n)Lt�1, the following relation holdsbetween `t and `t�1:`t = �(gt�1; `t�1) � 1 + n(1 + gt�1)1�� `t�1: (4.1)11See Furukawa (2007b, Proposition 1)%Benhabib et al. (1994), Evans et al. (1998),and Furukawa (2007a) also analyze the indeterminay using the framework of the varietyexpansion model. 10



Dividing both sides of (2.11) by �N1��t , and substituting (2.6) and (2.9),we obtain `t = Nt�1�N1��t xmt�� 11�� (1 + � 11�� gt�1) + gt: (4.2)Substituting (2.8) in the above equation yieldsCtwt(`t � gt) = �(gt�1)�N1��t ; (4.3)where �(gt�1) were de�ned in (3.2).As in the previous setion, substituting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.10) andusing (2.2) to eliminate 1 + rt+1, we obtain the following new free-entryondition:Ctwt � �(1 + � �1�� gt)�N1��t with equality whenever gt > 0; (4.4)where � � [�(1 � �)� �1�� ℄�1 as de�ned in the previous setion. EliminatingCt=wt from (4.3) and (4.4), we an derive the following relation among gt�1,`t$and gt:�(1 + � �1�� gt)`t � gt � �(gt�1) with equality whenever gt > 0: (4.5)Note that if � � �(gt�1)�(gt�1; `t�1) (4.6)is satis�ed, there is no positive gt suh that (4.5) holds with equality, andgt = 0 holds in the equilibrium.124.1 DynamisSummarizing (4.1) and (4.5) yields the following two-dimensional system:gt = maxf0; (gt�1; `t�1)g;`t = �(gt�1; `t�1); (4.7)12We an alulate,��gt�1 [�(gt�1)�(gt�1; `t�1)℄ = �(gt�1)�(gt�1; `t�1)" � �1�� (1� �)(1 + � 11�� gt�1)(1 + � �1�� gt�1) � 1� �1 + gt�1 # ;and this sign is indeterminate for general parameters. Assuming � < �� (see Proposition4.1 below), we an verify that this sign is negative.11



where (gt�1; `t�1) � �(gt�1)�(gt�1; `t�1)� �� �1��� + �(gt�1) :The equilibrium path, fgt; `tg10 , is haraterized by the law of motion (4.7)and the transversality ondition (2.3).Balaned growth path The system (4.7) has a unique positive �xedpoint (g�; `�), whih is derived as follows:13g� = (1 + n) 11�� � 1;`� = �(1 + � 11�� g�) + g�: (4.8)The long-run equilibrium with g = 0, as in the ase of the growth trapin the previous setion, is ruled out.14 Therefore, this balaned growthpath, (g�; `�), is the unique steady state for any parameters. We also seethat the ondition to maintain the positive growth rate, �(g�)�(g�; `�) =(1 + � �1�� g�)� + �(g�)g� > �, is satis�ed in (g�; `�).From (2.4), we get the following equation:tLt = N 1���t�1 N�t�1xmt�� 11�� (1 + � �1�� gt�1) 1� : (4.9)From (4.2)$if ` and g are onstant, N�t�1xmt is also onstant, therefore,t=N 1���t�1 is onstant. Thus, the growth rate of per apita output along thebalaned growth path is derived as g� = (1+ g�) 1��� � 1 = (1+n) 1���(1��) � 1.Stability We de�ne a threshold of � as �� � 1� 2� �1�� [1+ (1��)(1+�)℄.�� positively depends on �, and its value an range from �3� 2� to 1� 2=e.Therefore, there uniquely exists � 2 (0; 1) de�ned by � �1�� [1+(1��)(1+�)℄ = 1, suh that �� is larger than�1 for � > �. We an verify the followingproposition through a loal stability analysis.13Substituting `t = `t�1 > 0 into `t = �(gt�1; `t�1), and solving for gt�1, g� is uniquelyderived. (gt�1; `t�1) is monotonially inreasing in `t�1; therefore, there uniquely exists`� orresponding to g�.14If the eonomy ontinued to stay in equilibrium with g = 0, the right-hand side of(4.6) would grow at the population growth rate, n. Hene, (4.6) will be violated.12



Proposition 4.1 Let Assumption 2 holds.(a) When � > � and � 2 (�1; ��), there is a unique bifuration point ofn, n1 > 0, suh that (g�; `�) is a sink for n > n1, and is a saddle pointfor n < n1.(b) When � < � and � 2 (��;�1), there is a unique bifuration point ofn, n2 > 0, suh that (g�; `�) is a sink for n < n2, and is a saddle pointfor n > n2.Further, if the bifuration point n1 or n2 exists, in the suÆiently smallneighborhood of (g�; `�), the system (4.7) has a periodi orbit of period-2on one side of the bifuration point.15Proof. See Appendix.Proposition 4.1 argues that a ip bifuration (period-doubling bifura-tion) ours by slightly hanging a bifuration parameter n. If this bifura-tion is superritial, there is a stable period-2 yle for n < n1 or n > n2in the neighborhood of the bifuration point. On the other hand, if thebifuration is subritial, there is a period-2 yle with a saddle property forn > n1 or n < n2. The above proposition does not tell us whih ases our.It is possible to show that these periodi orbits satisfy the transversalityondition.The two-dimensional system (4.7) has one predetermined variable, `,and one non-predetermined variable, g. Therefore, when the �xed pointis a sink, loal indeterminay again arises. In addition, even if the �xedpoint is a saddle point, the possibilities of the ylial equilibrium makethe equilibrium path indeterminate. If the bifuration is superritial, thetrajetories toward the ylial equilibrium oexist with the saddle pathwhih onverges to the �xed point, and the behavior of the eonomy isdeided depending on what the agents expet.For the remainder of this paper, we fous on the ase of � > �. Notethat lim�!1 � = 1=2 and � < 1=2 holds for � < 1. In other words, if15From (4.8), it is lear that there exists a one-to-one orrespondene between the �xedpoint (g�; `�) and n. 13



� > 1=2, � > � holds regardless of the value of �. There is onsiderablevalidity in this parameter restrition. For example, in this model, � is equalto a inverse of the mark-up of monopoly prie, whih is obviously largerthan 1=2.165 Period-2 CylesIn this setion, we investigate the period-2 yles. First, the existene ofthese yles is justi�ed in the following way.Proposition 5.1 Let Assumption 2 and � < ��. There is a pair of the �xedpoints of period-2, (g1; `1) and (g2; `2), suh that g1 = (g2; `2)$g2 = 0$`1 = �(g2; `2)$and `2 = �(g1; `1) are satis�ed, for suÆiently small n.Proof. See Appendix.If the onditions of Proposition 5.1 are satis�ed, the system (4.7) has theperiod-2 yles moving bak and forth between two phases. In one phase,labor is alloated to R&D, and new intermediate goods are invented. Inthe other phase, all labor is alloated to the intermediate goods setor, andno invention ours. We shall refer to eah phase as the R&D phase andthe no R&D phase, respetively. Note that there is a one-period lag be-tween inventing goods and introduing them into the manufaturing setor.Therefore, the eonomy enjoys a higher produtivity growth rate, g1 , in theno-R&D phase as a result of the previous R&D e�ort. On the other hand,when the eonomy is in the R&D phase, produtivity does not grow, i.e.,g2 = 0.The �xed points of period-2 are alulated as follows:g1 = (1 + n) 21�� � 1; `1 = (1 + � �1���)g1 +�;g2 = 0; `2 = (1 + � �1���)g1 +�1 + n : (5.1)
16See also footnote 20. 14



From (5.1), it beomes lear that the average growth rate of N over theseyles is equal to g�.17We an also derive the growth rate of per apita output, , in eahphase.18g1 = (1 + � �1�� g1) 1��� (1 + � �1�� g1 + g1=�)1 + � 11�� g1 � 1;g2 = (1 + g1) 1��� 1 + � 11�� g1(1 + � �1�� g1) 1��� (1 + � �1�� g1 + g1=�) � 1; (5.2)where g1 (g2 ) is the growth rate of  in the no-R&D phase (the R&D phase).Similar to the above, the average growth rate over the yles is equal to g� .Moreover, we an show that g1 > g2 holds, i.e., that the no-R&D phasegrows faster than the R&D phase. In other words, R&D investments areounter-ylial. With low growth, resoure alloation to R&D is high.However, produtivity improvements are pro-ylial as shown above.19Further, g2 may be negative if � and � satisfy the following ondition:�(1� �)� � �1�� (1� �2) > � , �� 11�� [1� � �1�� (1 + �)℄ < �:Note that if � < 1=2, �� 11�� [1 � � �1�� (1 + �)℄ is larger than 1, therefore,the above ondition never be satis�ed. During the R&D phase, the laboralloated to the intermediate setor is smaller than in the previous period,beause the R&D setor also requires labor. When the above ondition holdstrue, this e�et is very large, and therefore, per apita outputs derease. Theeonomy falls into negative growth during reession.17The average growth rate of N is given by p(1 + g2)(1 + g1)� 1 = (1 + n) 11�� � 1.18The appendix provides a detailed derivation.19These results are similar to the predition of Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2003). Empir-ially, pro-ylial produtivity improvements are omparatively easy to justify, whereasthe predition that R&D expenditures are ounter-ylial is not easy to defend. Seefor example Comin and Gertler (2006), Barlevy (2007), W�alde and Woitek (2004), andFat�as (2000). Franois and Lloyd-Ellis (2003) justi�es this predition from �rms' \laborhoarding" during reession. 15



5.1 ExamplesExample 5.1 If � = 0:9, � = 1=(1:05)20 , and � = 0, a ip bifurationarises at nb ' 0:2636.20 Letting n = 0:2636 � 0:001, the �xed point is asaddle point, and the system (4.7) has a period-2 yle with g1 ' 0:5942,g2 = 0, `1 ' 84:8462, and `2 ' 67:1988. The growth rate is g1 ' 0:0305$g2 ' 0:0029.Example 5.2 If � = 0:9$� = 1=(1:03)10 , and � = 0, a ip bifurationarises at nb ' 0:1922. Letting n = 0:1922 � 0:001, the �xed point is asaddle point, and the system (4.7) has a period-2 yle with g1 ' 0:4215,g2 = 0, `1 ' 40:7743, and `2 ' 34:1995. The growth rate is g1 ' 0:0276,g2 ' �0:0023%6 ConlusionIn this paper, we have studied knowledge spillover, utuations, and thesale e�et of long-run growth, using the variety expansion model withoutapital aumulation and the in�nitely lived patent. When the knife-edgeondition of knowledge spillover, based on the �rst-generation R&D-basedendogenous growth models, is assumed, every equilibrium path onvergesto the unique steady state, and no bifuration ours. In ontrast, afterrelaxing the knife-edge ondition, and following the formalism proposed inthe semi-endogenous growth models, e.g., Jones (1995), the eonomy hasa utuating equilibrium path by a bifuration theorem. In other words,we have shown that the loss of the linearity of knowledge spillover is theimportant fator in ausing utuations.
20 The value of the parameter, � = 0:9, orresponds to the mark-up of monopoly prie,1=� ' 1:1111. For example, Matsuyama (1999) estimates the mark-up at 1:05 � 1:25,and Rotemberg and Woodford (1995) estimates at 1:115. � = 0:9 is onsistent with these�ndings. 16



AppendixA Proof of Proposition 4.1To analyze the stability property, we linearize the system (4.7) around the�xed point (g�; `�)."gt � g�`t � `�# = J "gt�1 � g�`t�1 � `�# ; where J � "�1 �2��1 ��2# :The elements of the Jaobian matrix J are given by:�1 =  0 � �(g�) 1 2 ; �2 = �(g�) 2 ;��1 = � 1; ��2 = 1; (A.1)where  0,  1, and  2 are de�ned as follows: 0 � �0(g�)�(1 + � 11�� g�) = �� �1�� (1� �)1 + � 11�� g� > 0; 1 � 1� �1 + g� `� > 0;  2 � � �1���+ �(g�) > 0:It is well known that a stability type of the �xed point depends on thetrae (trJ) and the determinant (detJ) of the Jaobian matrix. We de�neseven region, separated by three lines, detJ = trJ � 1, detJ = � trJ � 1,and detJ = 1, as shown in Figure 3.21 We also know that, if the Jaobianwere somehow to move from inside the triangle with sink stability to outside,a bifuration would our.First, we will verify that detJ > trJ�1 and detJ < 1 hold true for anyparameters, that is, the pair of detJ and trJ does not belong to the dottedregion in Figure 3.22 Sine ��2 = 1, �(g�) > 0, and  1 > 0, the followingrelation holds between detJ and trJ :detJ =  0 2 >  0 � �(g�) 1 2 = trJ � 1:21See Azariadis (1993, Ch.6) for further detail.22Thus, the possibilities of a saddle-node bifuration and a Hopf bifuration an beruled out. 17



Figure 3: Loal stability on the planeWe also show that detJ < 1 as follows:detJ =  0 2 = 1� �1 + � 11�� g� � � �1���� �1���+ �(g�) < 1:Seond, we will show that there exists a bifuration point of n. From(A.1)$we obtaindetJ � (� trJ � 1) = 2 0 2 � �(g�) 1 2 + 2 = q(g�) 2(1 + � 11�� g�)(1 + g�) :We de�ne q(g�) � �1(g�)2 + �2g� + �3, where�1 �(1 + �)� �1�� (1 + � 11���);�2 �2[� �1�� (1� �)� + 1 + � �1��� + � �1�� (1 + � 11���)℄� (1� �)[1 + � �1�� (1 + �)�℄;�3 �2[� �1�� (1� �)� + 1 + � �1���℄� (1� �)�:Therefore, detJ � (� trJ � 1) has the idential sign with q(g�).2323Sine �1, �2, �3, and g� positively depend on �, q(g�) is monotonially inreasing in18



(a) When � > �, �� > �1 holds. From � > �1, �1 is positive,then, q(g�) > 0 for large enough g�. On the other hand, as long as � < ��is satis�ed, limg�!0 q(g�) = �3 < 0: Beause q(g�) is ontinuous, thereuniquely exists �g�1 2 (0;1) suh that satis�es q(�g�1) = 0, at where the signof q(g�) hanges, i.e., q(g) > 0 for g > �g�1 and q(g) < 0 for g < �g�1 . Sinethere exists the one-to-one orrespondene between the �xed point (g�; `�)and n by (4.8), there exists n1 > 0 suh that (1 + n1) 11�� � 1 = �g�1 holds.This is the bifuration point of a ip bifuration, and the system has periodiorbits in its neighborhood.(b) When � < �, �� < �1 holds. For � 2 ( ��;�1), �1 < 0 and �3 > 0.As similar above, we an show that the quadrati equation, q(g�) = 0, has aunique positive root, �g�2 , and a unique bifuration value, n2 = (1+�g�2)1���1exists. 24 25B Proof of Proposition 5.1Solving `1 = �(0; �(g1; `1)), g1 = (0; �(g1; `1)) and `2 = �(g1; `1) yields the�xed points of period-2, (g1; `1), and (g2; `2), as (5.1). Here, we adopt thenotations, g1(n)$`1(n)$and `2(n), to emphasize that they are funtions ofn. If these points are the equilibrium path of the system (4.7), followingonditions must be satis�ed:�(g2(n))�(g2(n); `2(n)) > � and �(g1(n))�(g1(n); `1(n)) � �: (B.1)�. Further, lim�!1 q(g�) > 0 and lim�!�1 q(g�) < 0. Therefore, if we hoose � as abifuration parameter, it an be shown that there is a unique bifuration value for a ipbifuration.24We an derive �g�1 = ��2+p(�2)2�4�1�32�1 and �g�2 = ��2�p(�2)2�4�1�32�1 .25In this proof, the possibilities of bifurations are not ruled out for � > maxf�1; ��g or� < minf�1; ��g. However, even if bifuration points exist for suh �, they are not unique.Moreover, we an show that no bifuration ours for suÆiently large �.19



Figure 4: Graph of �(g1(n))�(g1(n); `1(n))Sine �(g2(n))�(g2(n); `2(n)) = `1(n), the former relation holds true for anyn > 0.For � < ��, the following equation holds:ddn�(g1(0))�(g1(0); `1(0))= (g1)0(n)[� �1�� (1� �)�� 1� �2 � + 1 + � �1���℄ < 0;i.e., �(g1(n))�(g1(n); `1(n)) has negative slope at n = 0.Sine �(g1(0))�(g1(0); `1(0)) = �, there exists small enough n > 0 whihsatis�es the latter ondition of (B.1) (See Figure 4).C Derivation of (5.2)Let gT�1 = gT+1 = 0, gT = gT�2 = g1, `T�1 = `T+1 = `2, and `T = `1.From (4.2), we obtainN�t xt = N�t �� 11��xmt = �(`t � gt)(1 + gt�1)1 + � 11�� gt�1 :
20
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